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ELBIT’S SEAGULL USV WITH KLEIN 5900 MINE HUNTING SONAR EXHIBITS
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE!
SALEM, NH – March 15, 2016 – Klein Marine Systems, Inc. (“Klein”), a wholly owned subsidiary
of Mitcham Industries, Inc. (“Mitcham”) (NASDAQ: MIND) teamed with Elbit Systems, Ltd. (“Elbit”) to
conduct structured mine countermeasure exercises in the Mediterranean Sea. Klein’s advanced, state-of-theart, 5900 mine hunting side scan sonar, integrated onboard Elbit’s Seagull Unmanned Surface Vessel (USV) not
only successfully detected and classified all detectable moored and bottom Mine Like Objects (MLO’s) but did
so in one-third the allotted time period for each exercise.
During the trials which were conducted in various depth up to 85 m, the 5900 sonar enabled MCM area survey
at 8-9 knots with high performance and high area coverage rate.
In addition to the controlled trial, the 5900 was operated by Seagull in various survey operations providing high
resolution imagery and exhibiting its utility as a sub-sea survey asset as well as an MCM sonar.
The 5900 from Klein Marine systems, Inc., is a high resolution, dynamically focused, multi-beam, side scan
sonar designed specifically for small object detection with 100% bottom coverage, while being towed at speeds
up to 14 knots.
The system employs advanced signal processing techniques, motion compensation and superior acoustic design
to provide exceptional constant high-resolution, motion tolerant imagery performance. Remote control software,
Swath Bathymetry and a Nadir Gap Filler capability are subsystem options available on the 5900 System.
The Seagull USV from Elbit Systems, Inc. is a newly introduced 12-meter Unmanned Surface Vessel (USV)
designed with replaceable mission modules. Two Seagull vessels are capable of being operated and controlled
in concert using a single Mission Control System (MCS), from manned ships or from the shore.

The system provides unmanned end-to-end mine hunting operation taking the sailor out of the mine field. It
provides mission planning, and on-line operation in known and unknown areas, including area survey, search,
detection, classification, identification, neutralization and verification. It is equipped to search the entire water
volume and to launch and operate underwater vehicles to identify and neutralize mines.
About Klein
Klein has over forty eight years of experience with the development and manufacture of high performance side
scan sonar systems. Our side scan sonar systems are respected as the standard of excellence in the industry and
are deployed by Governments, Navies, Port Authorities, surveyors, oil companies and universities worldwide.
Klein occupies a 55,000 sq. ft. facility in Salem, NH USA.
About Mitcham Industries
Mitcham Industries, Inc. provides equipment to the geophysical, oceanographic and hydrographic industries.
Headquartered in Huntsville, Texas, Mitcham has a global presence with operating locations in Salem, New
Hampshire; Calgary, Canada; Brisbane, Australia; Singapore; Ufa, Bashkortostan, Russia; Budapest, Hungary;
Lima, Peru; Bogota, Colombia and the United Kingdom. Through its Leasing Segment, Mitcham believes it is
the largest independent provider of exploration equipment to the seismic industry. Mitcham’s worldwide
Equipment Manufacturing and Sales Segment includes its Seamap business, which designs, manufactures and
sells specialized seismic marine equipment and Klein Marine Systems, Inc. which develops and manufactures
high performance side scan sonar systems.
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